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Abstract: In our work we are planning to implement the digital India process in the secure data storage using blocks chain. Here
the digitalization is needed in unique data maintenance for education system, health management, and shopping warranty
handling. In the education system, unique card will be generated against each user. User’s education information can be added by
the education system, heath records can be added by the hospital, shopping products warranty can be added by the shop agents.
Here all the user details can be seen through the unique id. User’s information’s encrypted and stored in the database using AES
algorithm. User can see all the details decrypted format only when they login the application only. User can maintain all the
information’s in the secure format and can download the duplicate at any time using our application. Our government is planning
to do the same in all environments in the secure.
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3. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
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2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM
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4. MODULE DESCRIPTION
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2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
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unauthorized access an SMS alert will send to the

In our work provides techniques of the Digital citizen
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4.4 Authorization Verification
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